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SPEAKER ROLES 



Prime Minister 

› Define the Motion (~1 min) 
› Define the problem 

› Provide a mechanism 

 

› Make Arguments (~4 min) 
› Tell us why the motion is a 

good idea 

 

› Tips 
› Avoid making the motion 

one-sided (squirreling) 

 



Leader of Opposition 

 

   Rebuttal (~1min) 
› Tell us why the 1st speaker is 

wrong 

 

   Arguments (~4 min) 
 

   Redefine the Motion 
› Given that the motion was not 

defined or squirreled, you will 

have the responsibility of 

defining or redefing it 

› Rarely happens (!) 

 

 

 



Deputy PM/LoO 

› Rebuttal 

 

› Arguments 
› Alternatively, provide more 

analysis on the points of 

your partner 

 

› Tips 
› Your team‘s main arguments 

should be presented by the 

first speaker 

 



Member of Gov/Opp 

 

   Rebuttal (~2 min) 
› Provide refutation of the 

opposing team 

› Does not have to be for every 

single point they have made 

 

   Arguments (~3 min) 
› Provide NEW arguments for 

the debate 

› Alternatively, if the opening 

side mentioned a point, but 

hasn‘t provided any analysis 

of it, you can take it 

 

   Tips 
› Take advantage of your 

„extended“ preparation time 

 
 

 



Gov/Opp Whip 

 

   Clashes 
› Identify clashes 

› Tell us why your side is the 

winning one 

 

   Do not provide new arguments 
› There is no one to rebut them 

 

    However 
› You can provide more analysis on 

your partners points 

› You can also do rebuttal 

 

   Tips 
› Take notes of what was going on 

during the debate 

 



  BP Basics: 
      Points of Information 



General Info 

› Max 15 seconds 

 

› 1-2 POIs during a speech 

 

› 1st and last minute protected 

 

› Point of clarification 
› 1st speaker’s speech 

› About definition / plant 

› Obliged to take this point 



Fun visuals 

Important because: 

› Time of the debate when the 

judge sees confrontation with 

the other side 

 

› Helps to establish your 

credibility in the room 

› Helps to stay active during 

the debate 

 

› No more important skills than 

the ability to answer difficult 

questions 



Making a POI 

 

   Offering the point 
› Stand up 

› Be short and respectful 

› Speaker has the floor 

› Be active 

› All about the judge’s psychology 

 

   Prepare your POI 
› Be short and clear 

› Only things which are crucial for 

the debate 

 

   Timing 
› During transitions in the speech 

 

 



Taking a POI 

   Dismissing a POI 
› “ No, thank you”  

› Waive down 

 

   When  to take a POI 
› Not right after rebuttal 

› When convenient to you 

 

   From whom to take a POI 
› The strongest team 

› From the other half 

 

   If no idea how to answer the POI 
› “ I am glad you asked that 

question – my answer is…”  

› “I will answer that question 

during the speech”  



  BP Basics: 
 Refutation 



› Description 
› Attack critical points 

› Incorporate in your case 

› Do not refute everything 

 

› Structure 
› They say… 

› We disagree… 

› Because… 

› Therefore… 

 

› Defensive vs. offensive 
› Defensive 

› The problem is not that 

big 

›  Offensive 
› Your plan will create 3 

major problems 

Rebuttal 



     Importance of Arguments 

Is it an independent argument? 

How much time did the opponent spent on the argument? 

Is the arguments missing a necessary component? 

Is it about consequential point in the debate? 

Does it prove that the resolution is true? 



 
BP Basics: 

   Equity and Etiquette 



I. There are specific ways you can adress the participants of a debate 

I. Judges as Mister/Madam  speaker  

II. Other debaters as  Sir/Madam 

II. For applauses, debaters usually use wooden desks 

III. When a motion is announced, the participants are expected to find 

their own place to prepare 

I. Often, opening government can use the room  in which the debate will take 

place to prepare 

 

Equity and Etiquette 



Equity and Etiquette 

I. While another debater is making his speech, the floor is his/her, 

meaning: 

I. Others cannot speak out loud during that time and interfere with the 

speech 

II. Only give the offered POI if accepted 

II. Gender Pronouns 

III.Avoid making judgmental comments 



THANK YOU FOR  
YOUR ATTENTION! 


